
research to test innovations*

large-scale randomised control trials drawing from 
the full population of interest

can show 
whether 

innovation is 
effective at a 

population level 
(so likely to be 

effective in most 
classrooms)

educational research seldom resourced at a level to support large-
scale studies

can compare effectiveness of two treatments/conditions at 
population level - but what works best on average will not always 

be best in every context
large enough samples 
of classes to ignore 

diversity within 
population

random assignment of 
classes to conditions 

allows use of inferential 
statistics to draw 

conclusions

small scale 'quasi-
experiments' in 

specific local 
contexts

may suffer from greater withdrawal from the research for classes 
assigned to the control condition

(withdrawn classes may be atypical of the sample overall and 
change representativeness of the sample)

may suggest an 
innovation is 

effective in widely 
diverse teaching 

contexts

may suggest an 
innovation is 

effective in certain 
types of  teaching 

contexts

research to understand innovations*

uncertain representativeness of the diversity of the wider 
population of teaching contexts of interest 

teacher can devise research-
informed conjectures for which 
innovations seem promising for use

teacher can trial 
and evaluate 

effectiveness of 
promising 

innovations in 
her own 
teaching 
context

implementation of studies (e.g., comparison condition) may vary 
considerably across contexts

detailed investigations of specific teaching-learning 
episodes - can offer in-depth accounts of wider 

context in which episode is embedded

may explore classroom dialogue, teacher thinking 
and intentions, student reactions to teaching and 

changes in understanding of subject matter…

working with intact (not randomly reorganised) teaching groups 
makes equivalence between groups unlikely and invalidates use of 

inferential statistics to draw conclusions

data interpreted in terms of a well-established 
theoretical perspective

often relies on intersubjectivity (e.g., having and making sense of 
conversations - researcher builds rapport and interacts with 

participants) - data may not be considered 'objective'

alternative feasible interpretations may have been produced from 
different theoretical framings

may offer a 
convincing narrative 
for how and why an 

innovation is 
effective in specific 
teaching contexts

complementary

forms of research

teaching takes place in a unique 
classroom context (teacher + students 
+ location + facilities/resources) within 

a unique historical context (within a 
more extensive 'scheme of work'/

lecture course)…

effectiveness of 
teaching influenced 
by student ability, 

background 
knowledge, attitude, 

levels of 
metacognition, 

cohesion within a 
class, etc.

effectiveness of 
teaching 

influenced by 
teacher 

experience and 
skill, expertise in 
subject matter, 
teaching style, 

pedagogic beliefs, 
etc.

research only ethical where no participants are subjected to 
conditions that can reasonably be considered to disadvantage 

them

research only allowed where participants offer voluntary, informed, consent 
(those refusing participation may be atypical of population, affecting 

representativeness of sample)

* innovation: e.g., pedagogy, teaching technique, 
learning resource, novel activity, new technology…

researcher beliefs/expectations may inadvertently influence outcomes
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…embedded in a wider context (e.g., 
departmental, institutional, national,  

curriculum, language of instruction…)

in their own 
teaching 
context

Figure source: https://science-education-research.com/teaching-science/pedagogy/
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